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continued disgustedly, 'it is hardly possible to conceive a scheme better calculated to attain this end'. Moreover, the terms of payment were to be worked out without any negotiation, and the pay was to be 6s per employed person per year. It was expected that nearly 15 million working people would be in the scheme.
Lloyd George may have made a tactical blunder in ignoring the medical point of view but the BMA's conduct of the ensuing campaign was not exactly brilliant. The most unfortunate precedent of all was the plan to boycott the scheme. To back up this threat there was the collection of 27,400 doctors' signatures to a declaration of refusal to work under itunless the BMA's objections were met. And this was the first time that this dangerous genie was put in the bottleand though it has yet to be uncorked, it has been making ugly faces through the glass ever since. In fact the BMA's main objections to the scheme were all met by the time the appointed day arrived, and these included the safeguarding of medical independence and the raising of the capitation fee from 6s to 9s. But having asked for 1 Is, the BMA held out, clutching its 27,400 signatures like a talisman, as long as it could, and that was right up to a few weeks before the appointed day. They gave in when it became clear that thousands of doctors were actually signing on with the new service.
Antique Manceuvres
This traumatic experience occurred at a midway point in the BMA's story. Behind it, the climb to frock-coated respectability and influence. Before it, the more or less unlimited prospect of State medicine in which, for the next fifty years at least, there would be many a reprise of the mistakes committed during the row with Lloyd George. The fight with Aneurin Bevan, 1946-8, had other correspondences than the fact that in both cases the opponent was a Welsh politician. The six Cardinal Points which the BMA nailed to its mast in 1911 were the seven Basic Points of 1946. And once again, there was the threat of mass boycott as the BMA, like an incompetent general, prepared to fight the last war all over again. Indeed this threat had already been used twice by then, the second time being in 1923, when the Government, in a valiant effort to prune State expenditure, made an indelicate start by cutting the capitation fee. On that occasion, and on every later one, the threat has never been carried out: a solution was fortunately reached in time. But each time this antique manoeuvre is carried outand it has now happened five times in fifty-five yearsthe prestige of the profession has slumped and has had to be repaired by manful exercises in the art of public relations.
As for the portents for the future, those I would rather leave to professional seers. One of the curious things about the history of medical organization in this country is to see how so many of the issues which were alive in the 1850s crop up again and toll like sad bells through the years that follow. The political rivalry between the medical corporations and the rest (cf. the recent takeover bid by the Central Consultants and Specialists Committee), the regionaljealousies between practitioners (shades of the Northern Bloc), the difficulty of applying democratic principles to medical societiesthey were there in the 1830s and they are there still. No wonder a piercing sense of dej"a vu so often occurs as one listens to the debates at the Representative Meetings. 'What experience and history teach', said Hegel, 'is this: that people and governments never have learnt anything from history, or acted on principles deduced from it'. Dr F N L Poynter ( Wellcome Historical Medical Museum and Library, London) described the relevance of medical history, not only to the subject of the meeting but to the great debate which was going on between profession and State about the National Health Service. The concept of medical history was not mere antiquarianism, but a belief in its powers to generate creative ideas and policies to deal with present problems. Dr Ruth Hodgkinson's recent book, 'The Origins of the National Health Service' illustrated this approach in a very significant way, as it was the first comprehensive study of the State medical services of nineteenth century Britain. These stemmed from the New Poor Law of 1834 and by the 1860s there were almost 4,000 practitioners paid by the State treating an average of 4 million patients a year. The unregulated growth of these services did not occur without great struggles and it was instructive to note the extraordinary similarity of the reports and discussions of a century ago with those of the 1960s. A salaried medical service, free choice of doctor, parity of esteem, the quality of medical care, the use of 'non-teaching' hospitals for medical education, were all the topics of prolonged discussion and often in precisely the same terms as those used today.
Dr Poynter stressed that creative ideas and constructive thinking would do much both for the profession and the country in finding a way through present difficulties. He sincerely believed that historical studies helped us to evaluate 'new' ideas (which were often not new, alas) and to seize upon the significance of those which had most promise for the future. 
